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Installation Declaration：  

1、Please read the instructions carefully before installation； 

2、Please professional electrician installation； 

3、To avoid the risk of electric shock, please make sure to turn off the power supply before installing, 

maintaining and changing the bulb； 

4、The installation of lamps and lanterns should follow the corresponding local laws and regulations； 

5、Suitable for indoor and outdoor installation； 

6、Keep the instruction manual for reference。  

Installation of lamps and lanterns： 
一、Installation of lamps and lanterns： 

1、Secure the luminaire with appropriate screws through the illustrated mounting hole； 

2、By adjusting the universal joint, the lamp can rotate 350 °in the horizontal direction, 30 ° in the 

vertical direction and 90 °in the back； 

二、connecting the wires 

3、Each core wire of the lamp is matched with the driver input (24V/DC) and connected； 

4、Lamps can be connected to a standalone DC24V driver supply, or to a unified DC24V driver supply。 

Note：1、The glass shield must be replaced if damage is found during installation； 

 2、When the glass cover is damaged and replaced, the guest can only use the glass cover 
provided by our company。 
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二、Wiring： 

Note： 
1、cable is not included, need to use waterproof 3-core cable, cable diameter of φ5-φ9mm 
(connector logo: Fire Line L, Zero Line N, ground wire  
2、The glass shield must be replaced if damage is found during installation；  

3、When the glass cover is damaged and replaced, the guest can only use the glass cover 
provided by our company。  

1、Install and secure the luminaire with 
appropriate screws through the icon mounting 
hole (mounting screws not provided)

2、With the hexagon wrench can be carried out on the 
lamp horizontal direction 330 degrees rotation, vertical 
direction before 30 degrees after 90 degrees rotation 
adjustment direction (hexagon wrench does not provide) 

3、There is a line in the non-dimming 
version. Please attach the wiring 
according to the label and make the 
wiring waterproof

4、Dimming version has two 
lines, please follow the 
instructions on the label wiring, 
wiring waterproof treatment
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